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In 2003, when times were hard, Scott King sent a plea to his father, Dave. ‘Dave Help Me’
Scott proclaimed. Until quite recently, Dave K seemed to be fearless; a steady influence whom
Scott relied heavily on. But now Dave’s getting older and he’s beginning to appear vulnerable
and even nervous: once a reckless driver, Dave now panics at the slightest wrong turn, so
Scott’s turned to the ghost of Martin K for support instead. Martin Hilf Mir! (all works 2012)
is the new mantra. Inscribed in a powerfully pre-Modern gothic font on an Allen Ruppersbergesque hippy tie-dye fade or ground, the incongruous elements of Scott’s print deliver a wish to
Martin to beam down and inject him with the essence of his visionary power and intuitive
sensibility. ‘Beam in on me baby, and we’ll beam together, I know we’ve always been together’,
Scott appears to shout up at the dead German artist, with a gruff Van Vliet-like or Brilleauxinspired blues-inflected prayer. It’s true that Scott empathises with Martin K’s alcoholfuelled confidence and how neglected he’d been by the international art world when he was
alive.
Nevertheless, Dave K’s faded power is still evident in other new works. A History of
Music (Power Station Dad) is all the proof we need. Referencing Scott’s first forays into
buying records, namely at Goole’s Woolworths, as well as the fact that Dave liked the Rolling
Stones’ first three L.P.’s – the period before ‘the band went weird’ according to Dave – this
triptych of original records from the family collection, ties design, cultural history and
Scott’s personal recollection of his dad dancing in the kitchen as a young man, to create a
form of popular emotional conceptualism. A History of Music (After Ken’s Accident) and A
History of Music (True Faith) take this theme further. The first work pairs down a traumatic
relationship to its essence: a praline density of loss and betrayal through the poignant and
disturbing power of Barry Manilow’s Greatest Hits. The second expands our propensity to
personalise music and culture with distressing memories of our past, into a longer rumination
on the designer Peter Saville, and one of Scott’s heroes, the motorcyclist Marco Simoncelli. In
this work we see a dance of death (Simoncelli lost his life in a racing accident in 2011),
failure, ambition and redemption, again knitted into a highly emotive narrative. With ambition
remaining the theme, Ideology and The Mass Media (I Was Seduced, Not Abused) pushes the allpervading Woolmark emblem through a similarly naked pragmatism. Produced in 1964, this
logo’s author is hotly debated; some experts think that it may have been made by the Italian
graphic artist Franco Grignani using the pseudonym Francesco Saroglia. Scott’s work is a
homage to this mystery, the overlooked beauty of a design classic as well as an ode to studying
graphics at regional art schools in the late 1980s and early 1990s: the pretence of gaining a
profession, combined with a desire for the no-design of conceptual art.
If anything, Scott’s works are all discomfited and gauche composites, bastard
aggregations between two disjunctive elements that somehow make sense. Each opens up a free
space of interpretation in the same vein as Martin K’s running jokes, such as Model Interconti
(1987) – a coffee table made from a Gerhard Richter monochrome – and Disco Bomb (1989), a
mirror-ball with a wig as a portrait. We can see this clearly in Scott’s recent maquettes for
permanent public artworks or buildings. Take The artist should never contemplate making a
work of art that is about something; a successful work of art can only ever be about nothing.
The artist’s complete negation of intent thus creating a reflective surface into which the
critic, curator or collector can gaze and see only himself – Sol LeWitt, Paragraphs on
Conceptual Art, 1967, for example. In essence, the work’s a bust of Vladimir Lenin with a
mirrored cube for the Russian Marxist revolutionary’s head. As a figurative monument and a
high Modernist sculpture, the work, with its lengthy title – a fabricated quote that points
towards both ridicule of and adoration for the conceptual artist Sol LeWitt – couples formal
conceptualism with the machine of the art world and advertising, to present the
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transformative possibility of public art and architecture in late Capitalism as a
fallacy. All is mystical narcissism, politically loaded and media-led. Everything is impossible,
incompatible and firmly based on image.
A second highly suggestive tongue-tied composite is Long Live Death, in which Antony
Gormley’s Angel of the North is grafted onto Nelson’s Column to play provocatively with
Brian Sewell’s opinion that the Gateshead sculpture is a fascist monument. This riff on
regional regeneration and patronising gigantism brings a symbol of top down decision-making
and bogus local pride to the populace of central London, and invades a place inhabited by
those same people who initially destroyed regional towns, and are now trying to rebuild them
with culturally impotent sculpture a la Gormley and Kapoor. In turn, a new series A Balloon
for Britain moves on from an earlier project entitled A Better Britain, which previously
involved stupendously idiotic ideas to improve the UK after imagining taking control of the
country’s internal budget. This included a scheme to build a motorway with no bends or
roundabouts called ‘Motorhead 76’, which would follow the route of an early Motorhead tour
(everything in the way of M76 would be bulldozed) and a two-hundred foot tall statue of
Brian May on top of Buckingham Palace to commemorate the guitarists seminal 2002 ‘Party at
the Palace’ gig. (One rejected proposal was ‘Westworld’ in Gloucester; an anti-murder and
anti-rape educational attraction based on the serial killer Fred West’s life). In his new work,
Scott dwells further on the politics of regeneration, architecture and contemporary art by
illustrating an idea to improve each of Britain’s ten poorest towns, including Caerphilly,
Dundee, Hull, Knowsley, Middlesborough, Nottingham and Sunderland. In every image a huge
coloured balloon hangs over a rough, pixelated Xerox-style landscape. Each municipality is
reduced to a trace of its already deprived self – Hull becomes banal satellite nothingness,
Sunderland a Situationist-style ‘boredom’ or ‘nowhere’ destination – while every balloon
holds the stark colour treatment redolent of corporate advertising. In these works, public
art becomes synthetic and hollow, the daft optimism or plastic redemption of each sculpture a
deliberate no-design representation of attempted theme-park gentrification.
In The Same Thing Twice, Scott takes the roughly hewn text ‘Joseph Kosuth Ruined My
Life’ to refer back to cool conceptual art, as he has done with his balloons that provide a nod
towards the art of John Baldessari, or Lenin’s mirror cube head, which points towards the
work of Robert Morris. Scott’s aware that this is all very ‘man-heavy’ – Italian designers, male
con artists – but that’s okay. As we know, Dave K’s not available, so Scott’s looking elsewhere
for heroes, trying to match conceptual art objectively with his own subjectivity and emotional
history. In a similar way that the three American artists mentioned above have influenced him,
Scott likes the parallel effect the US has had on British musical acts like Dr Feelgood (US
blues), Joy Division (The Doors) and Dexys Midnight Runners (American soul), as well as the
art of the aforementioned Peter Saville, whose designs for Joy Division contained a mysterious
element before information opened up via the Internet in the 1990s.
Now everyone’s got a Joy Division T-shirt, and times have changed. We’re in a period of
extreme politics and extreme fashion: each eliminates the other. To acknowledge this, we’re
given Marxist Disco Cancelled, a chunk of idealist grief, a fashionable leftist event gone
wrong, a piece of infinitely recuperated politics. This fictional stylised ghost of a letterpress
poster imagines the misery of 1978 at Sheffield University and the Brutalist building in which
the party might have taken place. Posters, of course, always advertise a future event. In much
the same way as the ‘utopian glimpse’ that the Marxist theorist Theodor Adorno spoke of, which
proposed that successful modern artworks provide a window onto a transformed social and
political reality – a reality that isn’t possible in the irredeemable present – Marxist Disco
Cancelled’s stripped down graphic representation goes beyond Adorno’s premise by colliding
fashion and politics in 2012 to advertise an event that was meant to happen nearly thirty-five
years ago, but which proved so unpopular it was cancelled in advance. In fact, the disco could
never have happened because the story is fictional. This work encapsulates Scott’s whole
premise; his double negative, self-defeating works emit a melancholy that is both profound and
incredible. Yet strangely, we’re left with a sense of hope, that somehow we’re being told the
truth about our world.

Andrew Hunt
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